Abstract. In an earlier paper we showed that the sequence of the finite sections PnAPn of a band-dominated operator A on lP (7..) is stable if and only if the operator A is invertible, every limit operator of the sequence (PnAPn) is invertible, and if the norms of the inverses of the limit operators are uniformly bounded. The purpose of this short note is to show that the uniform boundedness condition is redundant.
Introduction
Let 1 < p < 00. We will work on the Banach space lP(Z+) of all sequences (xn)~=o of complex numbers with~IXnlP < 00. We provide this space with its standard basis which consists of all sequences ei := (0, ... , 0, 1, 0, ... ) with the 1 standing at the ith position. Every bounded linear operator on lP(Z+) admits a matrix representation (aij)i,jEZ+ with respect to the standard basis. We call an operator A E L(lP(Z+)) a band operator if the associated matrix is a band matrix, i.e., if there is a k such that aij = 0 whenever Ii -jl~k. The operator A is said to be band-dorrinated if it is the norm limit of a sequence of band operators.
Let cl E No The nth finite section of an operator A E L(lP(Z+)) with matrix representation (aijkjEZ+ is the n x n-matrix (aij)~j~o ' We identifY this matrix with the operator PnAPn where Pn is the projection 
and write Q for the complementary projection I -P. Usually we will identify an operator A on lP(Z+) with the operator PAP acting on lP(Z).
For every m E Z, we introduce the shift operator
Let further H stand for the set of all sequences h : N --).N which tend to infinity. An operator A;, E L(lP(Z)) is called a limit operator of A E L(lP(Z+)) with respect to the sequence h E 7-{ if U-h(n)PAPUh(n) tends *-strongly to Ah as n -+ 00. Here, *-strong convergence means strong convergence of the sequence itself and of its adjoint seqnence.
Notice that every operator can possess at most one limit operator with respect to a given s'2quence h E 1i. The set O"op(A) of all limit operators of a given operator A is the operator spectrum of A. NoticE; further that every sequence h : N -+ N which tends to infinity has a strongly monotonically increasing subsequence, g say, and that the existence of the limit operator Ah implies the existence of Ag and the identity Ah = Ag. Thus, it is sufficient to consider limit operators with respect to strongly monotonically ..
It is not hard to see that every limit operator of a Fredholm operator is invertible. A basic result of [2] claims that the operator spectrum of a band-dominated operator is rich enough in order to guarantee the reverse implications. Here is a On Finite Sections of Band-dominated Operators 387 summary of the results from [2] needed in what follows. A comprehensive treatment of this topic is in [4] ; see also the references mentioned there.
(a) ever~j sequence h E H possesses a subsequence 9 such that the limit operator
Ag exists. (b) the cperator A is Fredholm if and only if each of its limit operators is invertible and if the norms of their inverses are uniformly bounded.
An elegant proof which also works for band-dominated operators on other discrete g::oups than Z is due to Roe [6] .
Thun, and by the above mentioned equivalence between stability of the sequence A and Fredholmness of the associated operator Op (A), one will get a stability criterion for A by computing all limit operators of Op (A). This computationJ.as been carried out in [2, 3, 5] , see also Chapter 6 in [4] . Here is the result. The goal of this note is to show that the uniform boundedness condition in Theorem 1.2 can be removed.
Main result
For our goal, we will need a subsequence version of Theorem 1.2. We choose and fix a strongly monotonically increasing sequence TJ : N~N. Further, we write HTJ for the see of all (infinite) subsequences of TJ and O"op,TJ(A) for the collection of all limit operators of A with respect to subsequences of TJ. Then we have the following version of Theorem 1.2. Thus, instead of all limit operators of A with respect to monotonically increasing sequences h, only those with respect to subsequences of TJ are involved. The follovring proof of Theorem 2.1 is an adaptation of the proof of Theorem 1.2 given in [5] .
Proof. Let A E L(lP(Z+)) be a band-dominated operator, set A'17 := (P.,,(n)AP.,,(n)), and associate with the sequence A'17 the block diagonal operator 
. + 'I](n)
'I]-triangular and distinguish between two cases: Either there is a subsequence 9 of h such that the distance from g(n) to the set of all 'I]-triangular numbers tends to infinity as n -7 00, or there are a k E Z and a subsequence 9 of h such that g(n) + k is 'I]-triangular for all n. The figure illustrates the shifted operator Ug(n) in the neighborhood of its OO-entry (marked by 0).
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Case 2
In the first case, we let~n denote the largest 'T]-triangular number which is 
Op(A'T]h
Op (A'T])g
UkOp (A'T])IU-k Uk(QA'T]odQ + P AP)U-k.
Thus, each limit operator of Op (A'I)) is either a limit operator of A or of the form
Uk (QA'I)OdQ + P AP)U-k with k E Z and A'T]od E o-op,'T](A). (2.1)
Next we are going to show that, conversely, each limit operator of A and each operator of the form (2.1) appears as a limit operator of Op (A'I))' Let Al be a limit operator of A with respect to a sequence l E 1i. Choose a strongly monotonically increasing
Then h E 1i, the limit operator Op (A7]h exists, and it is equal to AI· Let now d : N -+ N be a strongly monotonically increasing sequence such that the limit operator A'T]od of A exists, and let k E Z. Consider
Again, h E 1i, the limit operator Op (A'T])h exists, and now this limit operator is
This equEJity shows that the conditions of the theorem are necessary. They are also sufficient since the invertibility of A implies those of all limit operators of A, and if both A and QAh Q + P are invertible then the operator U -k (QAh Q + PAP) Uk is invertible for every integer k. We would like to mention that the stability of the finite sections sequence for band-dominated operators on Zoo can be studied as well. This involves some technicd subtleties (when working with adjoint sequences, for instance), but it is easier with respect to the concern of the present paper: Indeed, for p = 00, the uniform boundedness condition in Theorem 1.1 (b) is already redundant. :For much more on this topic, we refer to the recent textbook [1] .
It remains an open question whether the uniform boundedness condition in Theorern 1.1 (b) is redundant for p E (1, (0) or at least for p = 2.
